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Equities were down globally in response to both bearish economic data and investor sentiment, especially due to Mueller's 
investigation into Trump and hawkish comments from Bank of England members. US bonds were also down, due to profit 
taking. Low initial jobless claims in the US helped to boost the US dollar, however. 

 Local equities were mostly down, following disappointing OFW 
remittances data for April--a decline of 5.9% versus last year, 
versus the expectations of an 8.5% growth. The PSEi was 
down 0.02% or 1.52 points to 7,964.49. 

 Yields of Philippine fixed income securities fell on the back 
of Fed statements indicating that their inflation forecast will fall 
short of their full year target. Yields fell 4.47 bps on average, led 
by the short-end at 8.3 bps decline. 
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 The Philippine peso weakened on the back of weak 
remittances data and an increase in the US fed policy rate. 
The USDPHP rose 0.25%, ending the day at 49.630. 

 

 The US dollar strengthened on the back of robust economic 
data from the US (e.g. Initial jobless claims at 237k versus 
245k consensus, Empire manufacturing index at 19.8 versus 
-1.0 consensus). The DXY rose 0.51% to close at 97.433. 
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 US stocks declined on the back of of heightened political risks as 
the Wall Street Journal reported that special counsel Robert 
Mueller is investigating Trump's conduct. The VIX rose 4.4% to 
close at 11.11, reflecting investor concerns. The S&P 500 lost 
0.22% to close at 2,432.46, similarly, the DJIA fell 0.07% to close 
at 21,359.90. 

 European equity markets fell on news of three Bank of England 
members supporting a more hawkish stance on rates, noting 
inflation concerns. MSCI Europe fell by 0.32% to close at 130.40. 

 Asian equity markets were down on the back of decreased 
direct foreign investment in China (for the second straight month) 
and a report from the International Energy Agency on higher oil 
stockpiles, which forced down oil prices. The MSCI Asia ex-Japan 
was down 0.95% day-on-day to close at 501.50 

 US Treasury yields rose as investors took profit on the back of 
weaker than expected inflation statements from the Fed. The 
yield curve rose 2.16 bps on average, with of 2-year yields 
increasing 3.2 bps to 1.351%. 
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